As of today our website busliniensuche.de is the most popular search engine for intercity buses inside
Germany. More than 1 million people are using our web portal and our apps every month. For our
expansion into new markets and the further development of our products we are looking for a

Backend‐Developer (ASP.NET) (m/f)
What You Will Be Doing






Enhancing our Backend with all its facets
Improvement of the search engine and optimization of its performance
Develop exciting new features in our tech team
Develop APIs and interfaces for external partners
Develop and improve the admin area and add new tools to it

What You Need for this Position







You like the idea of getting busy with all kinds of transportation and find the area interesting
You have very good experience in ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET WebAPI and C#
You have experience in asynchronous and parallel programming and optimizing performance
You have experience in using at least one NoSQL solution
You realized your first own projects (a plus)
You have experience in one or more of the following disciplines:
MongoDB, Redis, Cloud solutions, Scaling, Caching, Routing (Graph‐Search), HTML, JS, CSS,
AngularJS, Test‐Driven‐Development









Good vibes in a growing international team
An inspiring creative and open minded start‐up atmosphere with democratic structures
We are including every employee to find the best solutions to our problems and we guarantee
you freedom in the way you like to work
Being in charge for your product, feature or task and let you shape it.
Free beverages (coffee, tea, Bionade, Club Mate and so on).
A bright office located in the very centre of Karlsruhe.
And of course a fair wage and support to help you get settled in Karlsruhe if you are from
abroad.

Interested? Then send us your VC and a letter of application to jobs@busliniensuche.de or call us:
+49 (0) 721 8514 6851
Green Parrot GmbH, Gartenstraße 67, 76135 Karlsruhe, Germany

Januar 2016

What we offer

